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• Removes: Dirt, Gum and Varnish 
• Will not Harm PCV Valves or 
• Oxygen Sensors 
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Auto repair shops, truck repair shops, city transit authorities, tire shops, brake shops, tune up shops, gas 
stations. 

 
 
This powerful combination of concentrated solvents is specially formulated to remove dirt, gum and varnish 
deposits that tend to build up on the moving and sealing surfaces of engine carburetors, heat valves and 
automatic chokes. Periodic use on cars, trucks, airplanes, boats, lawnmowers, etc., will keep them clean, 
fuel efficient and trouble free. It can even be used on running engines. This product is formulated for high 
performance cleaning action within a short period of time. Ready to use. 
 

For use in a sprayer: For carburetors, remove the air cleaner assembly and spray liberally all floats, bowls, 
chambers, jets and setting screws, both inside and out. Deposits will dissolve and be flushed away. For 
chokes, spray both ends of valve shaft while opening and closing choke by hand. If choke is not completely 
free, remove choke cover and start engine. With engine running, spray cleaner in vacuum cylinder. For heat 
valves, spray cleaner into open end of valve shaft. Allow to penetrate, then move valve up and down. Repeat 
until valve is free. 
IMPORTANT: Do not spray or spill on painted surfaces. 
For use in immersion tanks: Fill tank to appropriate level. Remove excess dirt & debris from part with a 
brush. Immerse part in tank and allow spray to wash over vigorously. Remove part and allow to air dry or 
blow dry with compressed air. Change solvent out when fill level is low. 
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